Do your homework
Setting up at home should not be a half-hearted effort. Your home office must be better
organised than your old one, as you no longer have anyone to sort out your piles of
papers, put documents in files and stop your life descending into chaos.
I have found that every day it is essential to put all files in order. Don't let it go beyond a
day because you will lose the will to live if you begin to drown in a sea of paper.
You must also Eat That Frog. Buy the book with that title by Brian Stacey. It tells you
how to organise your work life and the first principle is that you must start each day by
doing the hardest task first (the equivalent of eating a frog raw). After that all tasks are
much easier.

Get yourself equipped
You will need:
Computer: It goes without saying that you must have a computer, and the skills to go
with it. New computers are quite cheap. You will be manipulating a lot of material.
Consider having two screens so that you can compare documents or work from
precedents and move swiftly between files. I have found that this instantly makes life
easier.
Printer and scanner: Get a decent printer, and also invest in a fast document scanner. If
you have both you will not need a photocopier as you can scan documents to file (which
is helpful as they then become permanently in your system). This is particularly helpful
for large documents (such as reports and medical records) as they can then be printed out
at the touch of a button without the need to stand over a photocopier. You can get a
combined printer, scanner and fax machine, but unless you are dealing in very small
volumes of documents I would not advise this.
Telephone: I have a dedicated line, and use BT's advanced call minder which tells the
caller if you are already on the telephone and takes messages. It will also call another
number (like a mobile) to tell you that someone has called, so you can always return calls
quickly.

Software
I personally do not get on with Windows Vista and I was pleased to find that you do not
have to use this operating system. Computers can be provided with a 'downgrade' to

Windows XP, which I find much easier to use. It also runs older versions of word
processing programmes, so (if you already have them) you will not have to invest in that
software.
But there is other software you should consider:
Voice recognition: A long time ago I looked at voice recognition programmes. Then they
were slow, frustrating and inaccurate. These programmes have come on a lot. With a
modern computer you can now dictate to it at conversation speed with accuracy
approaching 100 per cent. You do need to train yourself, as well as it. Voice recognition
programmes are the reverse of secretaries: they have no problem with long words but
often stumble over short ones (I still have difficulty making it tell the difference between
'but' and 'that', but it was spot on when I dictated res ipsa loquitur!). And if I say 'um'
between words it comes out as 'bum' - not necessarily good for client care. You can even
plug a dictation machine in and transcribe your dictation. When using voice recognition,
proof reading is essential, because when it does go wrong it can do so spectacularly and
you can end up with sentences that make no sense to anyone. I use Dragon 10 but there
are others.
Adobe Acrobat: This is a programme for creating and editing pdf files. Pdf files are the
electronic equivalent of photocopies and the programme will let you index and paginate
documents you have scanned.

Hints to make things easy
- Set up your letterheading so that it works with window envelopes. It saves time in
addressing envelopes and also eliminates the risk of letters going to the wrong
destinations.
- As you write to people (clients or others on a particular file), create letters containing all
relevant information (names of parties, address, reference and so on). Then whenever you
write again, make a copy of the original, then all you will have to do is change the body
text of the letter - this saves many minutes of fiddling around if you do not have to set up
the layout every time you write a new letter.
- Do the same for file notes for each client.
- Rather than faxing documents, consider instead emailing them: use Adobe acrobat to
turn your letters into files and email them. It is faster, and the quality is better, than
faxing. You can also send colour copies.

- Make sure you have a foolproof way of backing up files. You will be on your own.
Consider getting a fire-proof safe and using a series of large capacity key drives or
external hard drives by rotation.
- Don't forget to register with the Information Commissioner. You will be holding client
data. Registration is compulsory, and the fine for not complying is massive.

